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Week 8, Term 2, 2020

Principal MessagePrincipal Message

Have you noticed the beautiful new library courtyard? The
library courtyard has recently been landscaped thanks to the
ACT Government Stimulus Package. The courtyard includes a
new sandpit, an area of artificial turf and a lovely wooden seat
under the tree. This area is now purpose built for our Move
and Groove and parenting groups to use. We will continue to
rejuvenate the space with some new furniture and resources
for the children to play with. Additionally the ACT Government
Stimulus Package also allowed us to finally put a shadesail over
the playground equipment in the K-2 area. This shadesail will
help to protect the children from the sun.

We have recently purchased many new resources for the
children to use on the playground. To make these resources
accessible we will be installing a new shed in the K-2
playground. This will allow the children and staff to access large
building blocks, dinosaurs, trucks, sporting equipment, outdoor
books etc. This will help engage the children in quality play
which will support the children’s social and emotional wellbeing
at breaks.

Thank you for using the side gate as an entry and exit point.
This helps us to safeguard the children as it reduces the
number of adults in the hallways at school. Using the side
gate also helps us to reduce the number of adults in the front
office and hallways during the COVID pandemic. Adults are
still required to engage in physical distancing whilst on school
premises.

We are eagerly awaiting the further easing of restrictions so
that our K-2 children may participate in Bush School. If you
have ever watched a young child collect rocks or dig in the soil
looking for worms you probably recognise that children have a
natural tendency to enjoy experiences in nature. Young children
actively engage with their environment to develop fundamental
understandings of the phenomena they are observing and
experiencing. They also build essential science processing skills
such as observing, classifying, and sorting.

What is the purpose of Bush School?

We hope to share news with you soon.

• To make links between the classroom learning and
the world around us

• Enrich educational life experiences

• Learn about the wider community

• Opportunities to enhance gross motor and fine motor
skills

• Improve confidence in new situations and
environments

• Exploring the natural environment and learn ways to
look after it

• Acquiring and enhancing dispositions for learning

• Increase creativity, risk taking and problem-solving
skills

• Child-led learning

• Supports and enhances relationships across the
school
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End of semester reports will be sent
home to families in week 9 (next week).
K-2 reports will be emailed to families and
preschool families will receive a paper
report. Reports are written from a
strengths-based perspective and also
identify areas for further development.
We encourage families to focus on effort,
personal and social capabilities and not

on performance alone. If you have any questions regarding your
child’s end of semester report, please contact your child’s class
teacher.

Warm Regards

Julie

BettongsBettongs

Since returning to school the Bettongs have been busy enjoying
re-establishing our friendships.

We have been using shared learning experiences to generate
our genre writing of procedural texts. A shared learning
experience which is visually rich, interactive, and enjoyable. This
provides all children with the opportunity to have the same
experience to use within their writing. To date the children have
made fruit kebabs incorporating the mathematics concept of
patterns,

Investigated the science concept of chemical reaction by
watching corn kernels then incorporated fractions into filling our
cups half and quarter full of popcorn. The best part was eating!

Most recently we viewed the story “The Three Billy Goats Gruff”
straw bridges. Children designed a straw bridge that would
hold three animals and be high enough for the troll to sit under.
After testing their bridges, the children had to evaluate their
design using guiding questions of “What worked? What did
not work? and If you were to make it again, what would you
change?”

In Mathematics the children have been participating in learning
experiences around measuring length using informal and formal
units of measurement.

In Geography we have been investigating the geographical
divisions of Australia and the world. The children really enjoyed
creating their own map of Australia using coloured plasticine
which represented each state and territory.

WombatsWombats
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The Wombats have been learning about living things and what
animals needs to survive. After reading the book ‘Hairy Nose,
Itchy Butt’ by Elizabeth Frankel and Garry Duncan we talked
about what a wombat needs to survive and designed, made
and appraised our own wombat habitat.

We needed to make sure our habitats included food, water,
trees to play in and a shelter (burrow) for our wombats to sleep,
shelter and look after their babies in.

Outdoor Indigenous Art ProjectOutdoor Indigenous Art Project

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/535/
outdoor_indigenous_art_project_newsletter.pdf

Comms at Work - Playschool RoomComms at Work - Playschool Room

Preschool children have been engaged with various activities
both indoors and outdoors. Some of these activities included
the Ukulele and exploring other musical instruments to foster
their interest in music. Making Hama beads creation to practice
their fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination, they used their
imagination to create their own patterns. Practicing writing by
tracing their names and copy letters to develop their literacy
skills. Children demonstrated their ability to transfer the
knowledge they learned to different areas.

A variety of creative art and craft activities were set up to
support children’s fine motor skills and creativity. This included
making cardboard boomerangs and decorated with dot
painting to learn aboriginal culture, watercolour painting and
origami. Through these activities, children had the chance to
develop their fine motor skills, numeracy skills and creativity.

Children demonstrated their social skills and ability to
collaborate with other children in the group activities, they
created their own rules for the game using their imagination.
This is evident in the construction activities such as building
a fort using wooden blocks or building sandcastles in the
sandpit.

Preschool children also engaged with different kinds of cooking
activities. Children were shown how food can be made by using
different kinds of machines including noodle maker, air fryer
and waffle machine. Through which, children can develop their
interests in cooking and learning to be a healthy eater, they
also respect diversity through tasting food from different cultural
backgrounds.

School PhotosSchool Photos

School photo days for 2020 will be on theSchool photo days for 2020 will be on the
1st, 2nd and 11th September.1st, 2nd and 11th September.

Information regarding the day for yourInformation regarding the day for your
child's class will be communicated to youchild's class will be communicated to you

at a later date.at a later date.

Please do not put in any order forms atPlease do not put in any order forms at
this stage.this stage.

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/534/
school_photos.pdf

YWCA CanberraYWCA Canberra

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/532/
lanyon_dl_flyer.pdf

Holiday HappeningsHoliday Happenings

https://www.holidayhappenings.com.au/online-booklet
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Transport CanberraTransport Canberra

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/531/
20200616_w8a11_transport_canberra_poster_for_schools.pdf
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